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Abstract

Nowadays the computer world is almost migrating from the tightly coupled architecture to loosely coupled architecture directly or indirectly. There are many intentions of Enterprise Application Integration in the organizations to achieved desired functions. The main objective of the Enterprise Application Integration is to implement integration layer between heterogeneous and/or homogeneous systems using Service Oriented Architecture in the direction of achieving the loosely coupled architecture. The integration architecture we have today is very limited and need to improve it as agile as possible. The reusability is not the new thing for software industry; it has been playing the crucial part in the software life cycle development process from last decade. Software industry has achieved the powerful accomplishment in throughput and preeminence because of reusability in software development process instead of creating same thing again and again. In this paper, we will discuss about Enterprise Application Integration using Service Oriented Architecture for achieving loosely coupled architecture directly or indirectly with the help of Web Services or Messaging Queue services.


1. Introduction

Now a days the IT industries is experiencing from major changes because the development of new technologies, tools, moving data towards the big data (unstructured data) etc. The software industries are almost migrating from the tightly coupled architecture to loosely coupled architecture directly or indirectly. Present software systems must follow to requirements such as flexibility, adaptability, time to market, and continuous business process reengineering. Determined by these significant requirements for modern system, we need to migrate of legacy systems towards the new network-centric operating platforms and their consequent integration with other back-end applications using web technologies is become a very effective strategy for many organizations to maintain a competitive edge. This approach emphasis on leveraging existing legacy software assets by minimizing the risks involved in re-implementing large-scale mission-critical legacy applications. The most important thing is organization could not want to replace the existing systems from their business because of huge amount of money had invested and large amount of data had stored but they also want to grab advantages of new systems. Then we will need to implement integration layer between them, that we will discuss in latter in this paper. That means we will not going to replace legacy system, just to build bridge between different applications (Legacy system, RDBMS, No SQL databases etc.)

The merging of the Internet and distributed-object technologies extends this information based internet to a worldwide services-based web, where software services and content are distributed openly over the internet, intranets, and extranets. Such distributed services are specified in the form of components in the web domain and can be dynamically deployed by a web-server upon the request of arbitrary web clients. In this context, non-functional requirements such as interoperability, flexibility, customizability, and conformance with continuous business process reengineering activities, are fundamental for the successful deployment and integration of services in a web-based environment. As an example, consider a scenario in the new services based web, whereby a global infrastructure enables software components that have been developed independently; be integrated with each other in order to facilitate complex business tasks. In this way, data and, software components located within an organization, can be combined on an as required basis, forming thus collaborative information systems. However, systems interactions by using standard protocols. The full potential of web services as an integration platform will be achieved only when applications and business processes are able to integrate their complex interactions by using a standard process integration model.
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All electronic business is hungry to develop the systems or software within time by providing the cost benefit and efficiency to the client as well as ourselves. To achieve such reusable functionality we have to identify the general things and create general patterns for regular occurring problems.

Reusability is the key to growth in any area including or excluding software field. Reusability means previously developed ideas, systems, software, tools and products reuse for avoiding implementing everything from scratch. Development of software, reuse the knowledge in the form of experience, processes in the form of methods, and product in the form of tools. To achieve systematic way of reusing the existing products, systems, processes and knowledge in electronic business to get maximum cost benefit, time benefit, standard and efficient template.

2. Background

A Service is independent, self-contained unit of functionality that will have organized, deployed, published and invoked over the set-up, cluster, web, grid, network etc. with loosely coupled infrastructure. SOA utilizes networked services as important elements to build and integrate homogeneous and heterogeneous enterprise applications with minimizing most important economic factor and achieve loosely coupled architecture. All components are loosely coupled means each is independent to one another. As market is growing, big enterprises are used around thousands of applications. These applications can be new technology based applications or Legacy systems applications. Legacy systems form the backbone of the information flow within a big enterprise and these are central entity for associating information about corporate. We can then integrate these enterprise applications using Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) with the help of web service and MQ (Messaging Queue) based interfaces by building bridges between these applications for interaction.

Following are some important points for enterprise application integration using service oriented architecture:

**Service Oriented Architecture**
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**Fig. 1 Service Oriented Architecture**

Service Oriented Architecture is collections of services that are able to communicate with each other. In this everything has been process through the services. A Service is independent, self-contained unit of functionality that will have organized, deployed, published and invoked over the set-up, cluster, web, grid, network etc. once services has been deployed then we can say to those services as interfaces. These interfaces can be implemented as web service or messaging queue series based to integrate systems disparate systems for achieving loosely coupled architecture. SOA is an approach through which integrate enterprise applications by achieving loosely-coupled interfaces/services.

It is considered to be the new phase in the evolution of distributed enterprise applications. In our more and more modest commercial world, in which business needs and enterprises are shifting continually, the quick progress of business applications is a key dynamic in the achievement of a business. SOA has promised to provide enterprises with flexible and extensible architectures that would enable them to adapt their applications easily so that they remain competitive and compliant. There are many of the major software sellers sell Service Oriented Architecture products such as Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs). Examples: IBM Web Sphere Message Broker, Oracle Fusion, Software AG Web Methods, Mule ESB etc.

Even though there is a common acceptance of this concept, a real problem hinders the widespread use of SOA: A methodology to design and build secure SOA-based applications is still needed. Communications among services can involve only simple invocations and data passing or complex coordinated activities of two or more services. It has also provides characteristics like Abstraction, Encapsulation, Reusability, Loosely coupled architecture, integrate disparate systems, Discoverability etc. The main implementation platform for Service Oriented Architecture is web services and messaging queue based.

**Web Services**
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**Fig. 2 Web Services**

A Web service is a process of communication between two electronic devices over a network. It is a software function provided at a network address over the web with the service always on as in the concept of utility computing. Web service is a kind of service which is language independent so that it is interoperable between different communications protocol, diff. operating systems, heterogeneous systems and various programming
languages. Now a days web services has been playing the important role in current electronic business Web service is also plays the important role in Enterprise Application Integration.

For implementing the web service we will require the web service description/definition language and bring up as WSDL. The model of the WSDL is as shown in above fig 3.

Web service is one of the sorts of service which has following features:

**XML based**

Web Services has been used XML language at data representation and data transportation layers. XML is language and platform independent language so we don’t care about operating system, platform binding. So that web services based applications is highly interoperable application.

**Loosely Coupled**

In tightly coupled architecture, the client, business and server logic are closely tied with one another, indicating that if one interface is changed, that will effect on to the other interface. In Loosely coupled system even changed multiple interfaces which does not effect to the other interfaces.

**Automatic Discovery**

The service provider publishes the service description (Web Service Definition Language) in a service registry (UDDI), using the standard UDDI specification (Universal Description Discovery Integration). The requester systems (client) search the registry which needed for requester as per service specification. In registry, many service providers could be existed for a given service specification. Dynamically the client binds to a particular service provider.

**Self-Describing**

The functional specification of the service is expressed with of a XML-based descriptor. WSDL (Web Service Description Language) is the standard used for describing services.

**Platform-agnostic**

Services can be deployed on heterogeneous platforms and operating systems. Even the client and server platforms can be heterogeneous. The client and server exchange XML messages over SOAP-HTTP. Adoption of open XML standards is the primary difference between Web Services and other remote object technologies like RMI, COM etc.

**Separation of interface from implementation**

The service interface is disparate from the service implementation. Many providers can be exist for the given service interface.

**Ability to synchronize and asynchronies**

Web service has ability both synchronous and asynchronous way of invocation. Synchronous nature means only one request is process at time, other requester wait until previous request finishes. Asynchronous nature means multiple requesters can invoke the same service at time.

**Support Remote Procedure call**

Web services have allowed clients to invoke procedures which on remote objects with the help of XML protocol. A web service is supports Remote Procedure Call by providing services of its own.

**Network, operating system and platform independent**

Web services are network, language, platform independent because it based on XML, so it is interoperable between heterogeneous systems.

**Open standard based**

XML and HTTP are the major technical foundation for Web services. It has been built using open-source projects.

**Dynamic**

Dynamic e-business can become reality using Web services because with UDDI and WSDL you can automate the Web service description and discovery.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a model in which Enterprise Applications Integration are constructed by
loosely-coupled Web-Services and MQ Series. An important characteristic of SOA model is automatic discovery and binding of Services is done.

Three important components of the Service Oriented Architecture are shown in fig 1: Service Provider, Service Requestor and Service Registry/Broker.

1) Service Provider

The service provider builds a Web service which publishes to the service registry. Provider has provided WSDL to the service registry (UDDI) for describing its service.

2) Service Registry/Broker

Service broker and service registry, these two names used interchangeably. It is responsible for providing details of published web services to any potential service requestor. It provides WSDL to the service requestor to invoked service directly. The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) specification defines a way to publish and discover information about Web services.

3) Service Requestor

The service requestor or client finds services in the service registry (UDDI) using various find operations and then binds to the service provider to invoke one of its Web services.

3. Enterprise Application integration

Enterprise Application Integration is one of thrill word which is recycled all time in the software industries. Its name itself gives the basic idea about its functionality. EAI is a general category of approaches which provides interoperability between the multiple heterogeneous (disparate) systems that make up a typical enterprise infrastructure for communication. Basically, large organization is supports hundreds of applications. Most of these applications are legacy systems like SAP, Mainframe computers and mostly which is written in COBOL. An organization may be used separate-separate applications, for with their different functionalities. This modularization is always appropriate of large systems. It is easier for implementation to modularizing the task of running a business into multiple smaller tasks. New technologies are developed in very high speed by providing advantages on Legacy system. Therefore it is natural for organization to reduce legacy maintenance costs. The first approach is by replacing Legacy system with new system, but it is not good option to replace Legacy system. The second approach is instead of replacing Legacy system, build infrastructure between new system and existing Legacy system and we can do this using Enterprise Application Integration. However, to gain the advantages of such kind of distributed and modular system of an enterprise must implement technologies which deal with the following problems: Interoperability, Data integration, Robustness, Scalability and Stability.

Interoperability

Various components of the infrastructure can be used different platform, language, data formats, and may be different operating system, so we have to handle interoperability.

Data Integration

Flowing of data between applications may be having different formats so need to integrate data by converting to destination format of the system.

Robustness, Stability and Scalability

Because they are the glue that holds together a modular infrastructure, integration solutions must be highly robust, stable, and scalable.

4. Types of Integration

There are two kind of integration architecture for EAI as per Florence Lin 3C05-CW2 March 2005 document: Direct Point-to-point and middleware-based integration.

Point-to-point Integration

It is useful when dealing with few numbers of applications and we want good communication speed between applications. Point-to-point integration is shown in fig. 4. There are so many problems with point-to-point integration as applications increases then it becomes very difficult to implement and also difficult to maintain. It becomes tightly coupling between different applications. So that next type of integration such as Middleware based approach has been introduced.
coupled architecture. Middleware based integration, supports large amount of applications with minimum maintenance cost as compare to point-to-point integration. Middleware based integration is shown if fig. 5.

As per Florence Lin 3C05-CW2 March 2005 document, four types of integration for EAI: Data level integration, Application level integration, Method level integration and User interface level integration.

5. Literature Survey

The idea of enterprise application integration (EAI) and service oriented architecture (SOA) both are not new thing for software industry. We have gone through survey for EAI and SOA. There are many methods available to embrace the advantages new application with the old applications means legacy systems. First method can be possible to adopt of new application/database/technologies advantages and features are by replacing old database/application by new database/application/technology. This method has so many disadvantages because some business has been working from 10-15 years with legacy systems. It is complicated to move all the data in new systems. Another disadvantage is organizations already had invested huge amount of money in those systems.

Another method is to achieve to integrate enterprise application/database is using CORBA or J2EE. But this method also has so many disadvantages, one disadvantage is it develop layer between applications in tightly coupled architecture and it will becomes very complex to change in future because if we try to change one part of the application which will effect on another part also.

The next method is to integrate enterprise application using web services/Messaging Queue (SOA). This method has many advantages over the last two methods. First advantages is built integration layer between applications to communicate without replacing legacy system or old applications, so we can take advantages of both legacy system and new application. EAI using web service/Messaging Queue is creating infrastructure between applications for communication in loosely coupled manner so changes in one service which does not effect on another service because independent to another. If we will implement infrastructure using web service, still one issue has faced because of web service is time dependent. To remove this issue, the fourth method for enterprise application integration use both messaging queue and web services together.

6. Software Requirement Specification

Integration services that are well defined understood and managed which is the requirement of an open and interoperable between inside or outside enterprises. Following is integration services design principles:
- To achieve loosely coupled architecture between the applications common protocol and business semantics should be used.
- The service should be reusable across the electronic business means it will be unique unit of work.
- Service design should be driven by business requirements and reflected in the architecture
- Service design should be governed with a common approach and framework to achieve conceptual integrity.
- Services should be abstract, precise.
- Integration layer is used to achieve guaranteed delivery, managed integration.

7. Sample High Level Diagram

In this paper, we are going to provide two scenarios: First is Web Service based and second is Messaging Queue based. For better understanding will going to provide high level diagram for both scenario. Web service based scenario is shown in fig. 6 while Messaging Queue based scenario is shown in fig. 7.

8. Generic Pattern

Generic pattern will avoid to creating the solution from scratch of commonly occurring problem. Suppose one
industry will have to develop around 100 interfaces and in which 80 interfaces is almost same or same scenario, and so instead of developing each interface from scratch, we will identify generic things between those interfaces. After identifying, we will develop pattern and whenever wants to develop the interface will just create instance of pattern and change as per requirements. It will provide huge amount of reusability in business.

Conclusion and future scope

In this paper we learned the role of Service oriented Architecture in Enterprise Application Integration. The electronic business has achieved the loosely coupled architecture directly or indirectly using SOA. The disparate systems will efficiently communicate with each other using service oriented architecture. For achieving this we have seen two scenarios in this paper, those scenarios are based on web service and message queue. Additions to these has provided generic pattern which is a reusable solution to a common problem within a given context. It will save time and money in future.

In next paper, we will provide detail implementation of systems very soon.

There are several issues that could be seen in future: Security aspects of web services and MQ. Queue monitoring, web service monitoring, and logging/Auditing messages etc.
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